Characteristics of smooth eye movements with stabilized targets.
Eye movements of two subjects were recorded with a Double Purkinje Image Tracker while they pursued horizontal triangle or ramp stimuli (1, 2, 4 or 8 degrees/sec, p--p 8 degrees). Subjects then attempted to imitate their smooth pursuit eye movement patterns with an electronically-stabilized target or with an afterimage. Next, they attempted to reset the velocity of the stimulus to their memory of the velocity they had previously pursued. The smooth pursuit eye movements of both subjects were very similar. Their attempts to imitate this pattern of eye movements with a stabilized target were only partially successful and subject to large, qualitative individual differences. These differences did not arise from faulty memories of the nature of the pursuit stimuli. Similar results were obtained on the vertical meridian, with a lighted background, and with the stabilized target in eccentric retinal positions. We conclude that stabilization techniques are of dubious value in elucidating properties of the human smooth pursuit subsystem.